ARCHETYPE NARROW (90° OUTSIDE CORNER)

1A

HP1-T ARCHETYPE NARROW (90° OUTSIDE CORNER)

1B

HP1-T ARCHETYPE (90° OUTSIDE CORNER)

2

ARCHETYPE NARROW (90° INSIDE CORNER)

2A

HP1-T ARCHETYPE NARROW (90° INSIDE CORNER)

2B

HP1-T ARCHETYPE NARROW (90° INSIDE CORNER)

2C

HP1-T ARCHETYPE (90° INSIDE CORNER)

NOTES:

- HP2-T NO KEYED CYLINDER.
- ACTIVE LEFT DEFAULT (OUTSIDE CORNERS)
- ACTIVE RIGHT DEFAULT (INSIDE CORNERS)
- GLASS PENETRATION: 11/16"
ARCHETYPE NARROW
(90° OUTSIDE CORNER)

ARCHETYPE NARROW HARDWARE

EXTERIOR

3 \frac{3}{16}''

5 \frac{5}{16}''
HP1-T ARCHETYPE NARROW
(90° OUTSIDE CORNER)
OPTIONS AND UPGRADES

HP1-T ARCHETYPE
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ARCHETYPE LATCH WITH FLUSH PULL HANDLES
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HP2-T ARCHETYPE NARROW
(90° INSIDE CORNER)

ARCHETYPE NARROW HARDWARE
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